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Skills & Interests

Research Skills
- Change management
- Accompaniment of enterprises strategic transitions
- Managing organizational transformation through project and programs
- Decision process modeling and reliability measurements
- Systemic decision framework analysis
- Risk management frameworks for decision making systems
- Managing complexity among projects and programs
- Project management frameworks and processes

Languages
- ARABIC Native speaker
- FRENCH Speaking, reading, writing excellent
- ENGLISH Speaking, reading, writing excellent

Expertise
- Management Sciences: Project program and portfolio Management; Project management, standards and referentials for Project management (PMP - CAPM, PRINCE2); PMO; Agile management methods; Strategy; Organizational Theory; Risk management; Systemic decision processes; Quantitative Management Techniques; Production Management; Quality Management; Innovation; Change Management; Human Resource Management; Information systems.

Qualification
- Scholarly Academic

Academic Degrees
- Master Université de Strasbourg, 2011.
- Master INSTITUT DES HAUTES ETUDE COMMERCIALES (HEC) CARTHAGE, 2010.

Professional Certifications
- PMP® (PMI / Being prepared), 2017
Work Experience
Assistant Professor in Project Management, SKEMA Business School (August, 2017 - Present), PARIS LA DEFENSE, France.
Programme Director - MS® Manager des Projets et Programmes - Paris, SKEMA Business School (August, 2017 - Present), PARIS LA DEFENSE, France.
Part-time lecturer in Management Sciences, Ecole Centrale de Lyon (2016 - Present), Lyon, France.
Temporary lecturer and research assistant in Management Sciences (ATER), Ecole Centrale de Lyon (October, 2014 - August, 2016), Lyon, France.
Research project manager / Teaching responsibilities / Administrative responsibilities coordinating ServInnov project (PhD Student), ECOLE NATIONALE SUPÉRIEURE DES MINES DE SAINT-ETIENNE (November, 2011 - August, 2015), Saint - Etienne, France.

Intellectual contributions

Articles in Journals

Conference Presentations

Professional Memberships
Project Management Institute - France Chapter, NA